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Summary
The purpose of the test is to determine the efficiency of the air purifier to reduce the concentration
active of aerosolized MS2 bacteriophages using a modified ISO 16000-36:2018 method. The tested air
purifier is a Jimco MAC500.
The significant and consistent difference between the Natural decay test and the Product test clearly
shows a reduction of the concentration of active and airborne MS2 caused by the air purifier.
The measured decay of the concentration of active MS2 during the tests is attributed to a natural decay
of the aerosol and an attribution of the air purifier. The determined attribution of the air purifier is 0.731.2 log-reduction (base 10) per hour in the 20 m3 room.

According to Kowalski* and Walker† the UV-susceptibility for bacteriophage MS2 is lower than the UVsusceptibility for the enveloped virus, vaccinia virus. Hence, the indicated efficacy of the tested MAC500
UV-C device to degrade the bacteriophage MS2 will be at least similar to the efficacy against enveloped
vaccinia virus.
Efficacy against vaccinia virus allows for a claim for efficacy against all enveloped viruses (e.g. MERS-CoV,
SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2) according to DS/EN 14885:2018.
* Kowalski W. Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation Handbook. Springer 2009
† Walker and Ko, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY / VOL. 41, NO. 15, 2007
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Method and Materials
The purpose of this test is to determine the inactivation effect of the air purifier on MS2 bacteriophages
aerosolized in a test chamber. The natural decay rate of the concentration of active aerosolized MS2 is
determined by sampling the air in the chamber over a 2-hour period and the enhanced decay rate due
to the air purifier is determined in a similar manner.
The volume of the used chamber is 20 m3 and it has an inert FEP lining for chemical resistance and easy
cleaning. The room is airtight, and a fan is in the room to mix the air and secure a homogenous concentration of aerosols. The aerosol is generated within the room using a nebulizer (Palas AGK 2000) and
the air purifier is placed on a stainless-steel table in the middle of the room with a height of about
100cm. See the setup in Figure 1.
The room is cleaned using a 10 ppm ozone system and it is heavily ventilated using clean air for more
than 48 hours before the test. The air purifier is turned on more than 24 before the test and a slight
overpressure is applied to keep the room clean and reduce build-up of ozone from the device. The
ozone concentration before and during the test was below the health exposure limit of 0.1 ppm.
The relative humidity adjusted to 60 +/- 5 %RH and temperature is 22.5 °C +/- 0.5 °C

4

Figure 1: Test chamber. 1: Air Purifier MAC500. 2: Nebulizer (PALAS AGK 2000). 3: Mixing Fan, 4: Sampling port
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The sampling of the air is done through a 6mm stainless steel tube in the sidewall of the room using
GilAir plus pump at 4 L/min. A total of 20L is extracted per sample into an impinger with 60mL SMbuffer. The timing of sampling is: 0, 15, 30, 60, 120 minutes after finishing aerosolization. The start of
the first sample (t = 0 minutes) is less than a minute after the nebulizer is stopped.
The procedure is the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

A suspension of MS2 in SM-buffer is prepared and the concentration is determined.
A background sample is taken before the test and injection of aerosol.
The air purifier is running during injection of the MS2 containing aerosol based on a suspension
of 8∙109 PFU*/ml. The Palas nebulizer is working at 3.2 bar pressure for a total time of 15
minutes.
The sampling is carried out according to the timing plan.
After the 2 hours test with the air purifier on, the device is turned off and the room is flushed
with clean air for 40 minutes. The particle count is checked to ensure that it is reduced to background level.
A reference test of the natural decay is carried out by the same procedure as the above described test but without the air purifier turned on.
The sampling is carried out according to the timing plan.
The concentration of active MS2 is evaluated for each sample by mixing dilutions series with a
fresh culture of the host bacteria, cultivation, and enumeration of PFU following incubation.

The test date is the 23/9 2020 and the plates are counted 24/9 and 25/9 2020.
*PFU

is Plague forming units

Microbiological Test Parameters:
Test organism:

MS2 bacteriophage, ATCC 15597-B1

Host organism:

Escherichia coli, ATCC 15597

Growth conditions:

Coliform top agar at 37±1°C for 48 hours

Sampling and dilution solution:

SM-buffer
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Results
The concentration of active MS2 expressed as PFU/m3 is shown in Table 1 and in graph in Figure 2. The
room background is measured before the first injection of aerosols.
Time
Minutes
Background
0
15
30
60
120

Natural decay
PFU/m3
6.85E+06
4.22E+06
5.46E+05
9.64E+04
6.07E+03

Product test
PFU/m3
0
3.86E+06
1.21E+06
1.77E+05
3.22E+03
*

Table 1: The concentration of active MS2 (PFU/m3) for the Natural decay and the Product test. *The Product test
sample at 120 minutes is below the detection limit which is determined to be 1.5E+03 PFU/m3.

Figure 2: The concentration of active MS2 for the Natural decay and for the Product test
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The air purifier’s attribution to the overall decay of concentration of MS2 is calculated by the difference
in decay constant (k) from the exponential fit to both the Natural decay and the Product test decay:
2

/

⋅ exp

⋅

The decay constants are shown in the fits in Figure 3 and summarized in Table 2. The points at 120
minutes have been removed because of larger uncertainties close to the detection limit. The Product
attribution is calculated by subtracting the decay constant of the Product test and the Natural decay.
Table 2: Decay constant and corresponding half time and Log-reduction (base 10) per hour.

Natural decay
Product test
Product attribution

Decay constant, min^-1
0.075
0.121
0.046

Half time, min
9.24
5.73
15.07

Log-reduction per hour
1.95
3.15
1.20

Figure 3: Fit to decay of the concentration of active MS2
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Discussion
The performed test is designed to allow for direct evaluation of the effect of the air purifier on the concentration of aerosolized and active MS2 bacteriophages. The significant and consistent difference between the Natural decay test and the Product test clearly shows a reduction of the concentration of
active MS2 caused by the air purifier.
A single test was performed so the uncertainty cannot be calculated.
However, the differently timed sampling point allows for an evaluation of the variability. If the sampling
point at 60 minutes is removed from the dataset for the Product test (which is closest to the detection
limit and thus more uncertain), the product attribution yields a 0.73 log-reduction per hour.
Therefore, the products attribution to the inactivation of MS2 likely falls in the interval of 0.73-1.2 logreduction per hour.
It is worth mentioning that the product attribution to the reduction is due to inactivation of MS2
whereas the natural decay is mainly due to fallout of the MS2-containing aerosol to surfaces in the
chamber.
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The exponential reduction model and virus UV-susceptibility
The reduction rate of the concentration of aerosolized and active MS2 is found to be 0.73-1.2 log-reductions per hour and the mean value of these points yield of 0.97 log-reductions per hour (in the 20
m3 test chamber). According to Kowalski W. (Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation Handbook, Springer
2009), the UV-susceptibility of different type of viruses span about an order of magnitude and MS2 is
among the lowest of the tested. The theoretical reduction rates of the air purifier are calculated for
increasing UV-susceptibilities in Table 3 and shown in Figure 4.

Time, minutes

15

30

45

60

75

90

105

120

MS2 susceptibility: 0.97 log/hour
Reduction, %
42.6
Log-reduction
0.24

67.1
0.48

81.1
0.72

89.2
0.97

93.8
1.21

96.4
1.45

98.0
1.69

98.8
1.93

3 times more susceptibly than MS2: 2.9 log/hour
Reduction, %
81.1
96.4
99.3
Log-reduction
0.72
1.45
2.17

99.9
2.90

99.976
3.62

99.995
4.34

99.999 99.9999
4.83
6.03

100
7.24

5 times more susceptibly than MS2: 4.8 log/hour
Reduction, %
93.8
99.6 99.976
Log-reduction
1.21
2.41
3.62

99.999 99.9998
5.07
5.79
100
8.44

100
9.65

Table 3: Reduction rates over time and for different UV-susceptibilities.

Figure 4: Reduction rate over time and for different UV-susceptibilities.
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